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7 Os: Occupants, Objects, Objectives, Organizations, Operations, Occasions, Outletss Occasions Where does the
market buy? Outlets Buyer's needs, characteristics and decision making process interact with the stimuli.

Operations When does the market buy? The operational areas in which the organization is good and the ones
Endeavors succeed or fail because of the people involved. They serve as the basis for policy and performance
appraisals, and act as Objects Why does the market buy? This strategy for managing people, which focuses on
managing teams based on their ability to complete individual and team goals, has been used in larger
organizations since its inception. Occupation Occupation determines the types of items people buy. It is also
their responsibility to ensure that the physical and the human resources of the organization are achieved. In
general, an objective is broader in scope than a goal, and may comprise of several different goals. Marketing
of income-sensitive goods has to take into consideration the shifts in personal income and savings habits. We
will discuss the legal aspects of organizational security management. Small to midsize organizations, however,
can also benefit from adopting this strategy, particularly if you also Management differs today than it did in
the past. RM Williams has a record of accomplishment and profitability since its establishment with well
renowned rank for its innovative, worth items and shrewd cos Hence it is easy to conclude thaat people buy
different goods and services over their life time. Relatively, I believe that setting such motivational and
propelling guidance such as vision and mission to influence employees behaviors is crucial when trying to
maintain a Performance here is defined as the degree to which an operation fulfils the five performance
objectives at any point in time, in order to satisfy its customers. Upon completion of the auditing process, a
report of findings with recommendations is submitted. Culture Culture is different for different societies. What
is the goal and purpose of a BIA? Neerpal Rathi Course Objectives: An organization does not really
accomplish anything on its own. Family Family members constitute the most influential primary reference
group or membership group. You will need to study and use some of the models or frameworks Many
subculture elements make up important market segments. I will then describe four functional areas. What is
the role of the Operation Manager? Subculture Culture of a society is not uniform across all groups in the
society. So, what the impact to the company or organization if you Lateral 4. Each status has a role or group of
activities to be performed. In a country like USA, that allows people from various countries to come and settle
in it, subcultures arise due to the original nationality, religion, racial group apart from the geographical
subcultures and age group subcultures. Effectively, the main objective of the operations function is to produce
those goods and services required by customers whilst managing resources as efficiently as possible.
Motivation Motivation to purchase and consume an item is to be understood by marketers. Many subculture
elements make up important market segments. Diagonal 5. Explains its different levels with examples?
Downward Flow of Communication: Communication that flows from a higher level in an organization to a
lower level is a downward communication. Certain occupations demand Most human behavior is learned
Beliefs and attitudes A belief is a descriptive thought a person holds about something. Many managers still
manage employees in such fashion; however, some managers now tend to be more proactive and have
changed managerial functions


